**FEATURED**

Medical Library Awarded 2021 Research Advancement in Health Sciences Librarianship Award

“This national recognition is a testament to the expertise, commitment, and passion of all our staff to support researchers, clinicians, educators, and students across the Medical Center.” John Gallagher, Director, Cushing/Whitney Medical Library.

Read the Story

**NOTEWORTHY**

Library to Cover All Publishing Fees for PLOS Journals

Yale University Library has entered into two unique membership agreements with PLOS, an open access publisher of high quality journals in science and medicine. These three-year commitments will waive article processing charges (APCs) for Yale-affiliated authors publishing in PLOS journals.

Read the Story

**SAVE THE DATE**

2021 Medical Library Associates Annual Lecture

Nita Ahuja, MD, MBA, FACS, chair of the Department of Surgery at Yale School of Medicine and chief of surgery at NH, will give this year’s Medical Library Associates lecture. Join us April 21st at 4pm for “Epigenetic Health: Rethinking Aging and Cancer.” Not an Associate? Become a Member

**HISTORICAL**

Taking Note of Medical Education

Handwritten medical education volumes from the sixteenth through early nineteenth centuries are now available online.

**NEW SITE**

Research Data Services Website

Visit our new, streamlined research data services website for information and services related to using health science data.

**JOB POSTINGS**

Two Opportunities to Join Our Team!

Scientists/MPH grads, we have openings in two exciting fields: public health and bioinformatics. Learn more on our website.

**REMINDER:** We’re open Monday - Friday, 7:30am - 6:00pm for users authorized to be on campus. View Hours & Exceptions